and for the temporal phase space deviation variables:
I. Introduction
Use of a Hamiltonian and associated conjugate variables is a prerequisite in the correct treatment of higher order effects and ensuring that the resulting transfer maps are symplectic. Much effort has been spent on creating realistic transfer maps for different magnets in the fixed energy case [3] , [SI, [6] . Here we present an extension of this work to the case where the design energy changes due to RF cavities.
The first part of this paper gives an introduction to the deviation variables and Hamiltonian used in the construction of transfer maps in the energy dependent case. The second part of the paper introduces the fields and the transfer map calculations for RF cavities. Finally we show how to derive transfer maps for elements that change the design energy, and give some examples for the CEBAF cavities. 
Simple RF Fields
Here we consider standing-wave fields in a cavity with axial symmetry i.e. we only get the angle independent TM modes. following [7] an appropriate expansion for E, is We introduce deviation variables wrt. the design orbit and the (z-dependent) design energy: 
The scaling variables are wrt. a fixed momentum PO, usually chosen to be the final momentum. This leads to the transverse deviation variables:
The energy gain of the reference particle is given by the differential equation 0-7803-3053-6/96/$5 .OO O1996 IEEE gain for a given field amplitude. In our approach a working point is found by using a two-dimensional Newton method where we vary the field amplitude and the phase to find a given energy increase which is to first order independent of the phase.
IV. RF Mu1 tipole Fields
Following standard techniques [8] here we consider the general RF field expansion inside a cylinder. TM and TE mode multipole fields starting with dipole terms are handled. The terms m = 0 correspond to the fields in the previous section, the term m = 1 correspond to a dipole field, the terms m = 2 correspond to quadrupole fields, etc. Since cavities are no longer assumed to be mirror symmetric we have to use both COS(#?~Z) and sin(b,z) terms in the Fourier series expansion. In this case we need a total of 8 independent terms per mode (n, m ) to describe the fields adequately. We omit the full expansions for the fields EFM(r, 6 , z )~~,
A. TM and TE modes

ETM@, 8,Z)nmT E f E ( r , 6 , zInm and ETE@, 8 , Z ) n m , they are
given in [9] .
B. Vector potentials
The vector potentials become and (17) and
V. Transfer Maps for RF Cavities
In this section we describe how to obtain the arbitrary order (19) Given the requested energy increase and phase set point, the transfer map will be derived as a Taylor series and transformed into Lie algebraic form for use in lattice design and tracking codes.
transfer map for RF cavities in the deviation variables x , px, Y , py, r7 p, .
We start by expanding all fielids in Cartesian coordinates r + Jx2 + y2 , cos(m0) = -rm The terms rm cancel in the product of these expansions as expected. The time dependent p m is expanded in t. Finally the expansions are insertedin the Hamiltonian (6), which is expanded analytically in the deviation variables to high order, using a symbolic manipulation program. The procedure to generate a transfer map from a Hamiltonian is described in [lo] , this basically involves integrating a set of ordinary differential equations for the coefficients of the Taylor series expansion. The system of ode's is extended by one for integrating y (z) and one for integrating
VI. CEBAF Cavities
As a first application of this approach we use the longitudinal electric field on axis for a typical CEBAF RF cavity. This field has been calculated using SuperFish and the coefficients in the expansion of E&) are presented in the table below. We have h = 0.2 m, f = 1497 Mhz. The data is normalized to give a gradient of 1 MeV/m, and d = 0.35 m. Furthermore we present the data in Figure 1 . In Figure 2 we plot the incremental energy increase (eq. 12) for the reference particle with the assumption that / 3 = 1 and where we have chosen 40 = n / 2 .
Work is in progress to apply the full power of the machinery presented in this paper to realistic cavities. For that purpose, the coefficients of the TM and TE modes are obtained by a Fourier transform of the MAFIA field data to high order [9] .
Ctl (z). 
VII. Conclusion
We have shown, in the Hamiltonian context, how to derive symplectic transfer maps in the presence of acceleration. Subsequently we have shown how to derive transfer maps for realistic RF cavities. The method is general purpose and able to handle RF quadrupole and higher multipoles, limited only by the availability of Fourier coefficients of the expansion coefficients.
